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Thinking about what you want 
to test

You will need to be clear about the following:

u why you are testing (reasons);

u what you are testing (objects);

u what you want to find out (properties  
or capacities).

Some possibilities for each of these are shown 
in the table overleaf. Particular examples are 
shown in the illustrations.

Example 1

Reason: to evaluate fitness for purpose

Object:  textile fastening in a product

Property: tensile strength

John wanted to find out which fleece would be 
best for his mountaineering jacket

Example 2

Reason: to inform choice

Object:  textiles

Property: resistance to abrasion/wear

Sam wanted to find out the force needed to 
pull the nose off the teddy bear

Example 3

Reason: to inform choice

Object:  food materials

Property: knead-ability and  
  effects of processes

Michael wanted to see if certain additives made 
dough easier to knead 
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Reasons Objects Properties Capacities

to inform choice construction materials tensile strength finger-thumb sequeeze

to evaluate fitness for  adhesives, joints and  compressive strength finger-thumb pull 
   purpose    fastenings

to find out what user’s  textiles torsional strength finger-thumb twist 
   hands can do 
 textile fastenings shear strength hand squeeze

 biological materials,  fatigue strength hand twist 
    e.g. hair

 food materials hardness hand pull

 powders toughness

 liquids resistance to wear  
     and abrasion

 packaging and protection friction

 products stir-ability

 human hand knead-ability

  flow-ability

  pour-ability

  squirt-ability

  effects of processes

Ruth wanted to know if highlighting made her 
hair more likely to break off

Example 4

Reason:	 to inform choice 

Object:	 biological material  
 – hair

Property:	 tensile strength  
 and effects  
 of pressure
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Thinking about how to do the 
testing

You will need to think about each of the 
following points when you design your test 
equipment.

Destructive or non-destructive 
testing?

Destructive tests damage the object or sample 
so that it becomes unusable. After non-
destructive tests the object or sample will still 
be usable.

What sorts of results?

Comparisons will tell you that one object or 
sample performs better than or differently 
from another object or sample. They will not 
necessarily give you a numerical record of how 
well each object performs. If you are comparing 
a number of objects or samples your results 
may be shown in a rank order as in the results 
of this hardness test:

Rank order of hardness is

1 – tool steel [hardened];   2 – tool steel [untreated];

3 – mild steel;       4 – brass;        5 – aluminium.

Numerical values will tell you more precisely 
how an object or sample performs. Here are 
some examples.

It took 5 minutes and 23 seconds for 50 g 
of sauce X (total sample size 5OO g) to drip 
through a 1.5 mm diameter nozzle.

In trying to turn a 30 mm lid, person B was 
able to exert a torque (twisting force) of 0.5 Nm 
(newton metres).

Some tests give approximate values.  
For example:

Switch D was still working after 1500 on-off 
cycles but not after 2000 on-off cycles.

Some tests will allow you to group your results. 
For example:

Only 5 people in my class could exert a 
squeezing force of more than 25 newtons; 
18 people could exert a squeezing force of 
between 15 and 24 newtons.

Descriptions can tell how an object or sample 
has been changed by a test. For example:

After 500 cycles of rubbing, fleece C was 
covered in balls of fibre and I could see light 
through it. In-between the balls it felt a lot 
thinner than an untested sample.

If tests are carried out to British, European or 
International Standards then other people know 
that they can rely on the results without needing 
to question the tester or check the apparatus.

How big and how many?

It will be important to choose a size of sample 
or object that can be managed conveniently.  
It is much easier to test the strength of steel 
using thin steel wire than by trying to measure 
the force needed to break a thick steel bar.

You will need to provide an accurate description 
of your sample or object so that other people 
can repeat your tests.

It will be important to carry out repeat tests so 
that you can check on the reliability of your 
testing method and the consistency of your 
samples or objects.
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Getting a grip

How are you going to hold or contain your 
objects and samples? You may need to 
consider gripping methods (chucks for rods or 
threads; drums for threads; clamps for textiles, 
sheet and bar materials; Velcro for textiles; 
straps for irregular or fragile objects).

The nature of the test

What are you going to do to the sample or 
object? This will depend on what you are trying 
to find out. Here are a few possibilities: 

u apply a constant force;

u apply a steadily increasing force;

u repeatedly apply and remove a force;

u apply oscillating or reciprocating motion;

u expose to light;

u expose to moisture;

u stir;

u pour.

How will you do it?

What will cause your test to take place?  
Will it be an operator turning a handle or adding 
weights? Will it be an electric motor causing 
a turning force or movement? Will it be a 
pneumatic cylinder causing a pushing force? 
You have to decide.

What will you measure?

You may need to measure inputs, such as:

u loads, e.g. force, torque (turning force);

u number of operations, e.g. strokes or cycles;

u how long input is applied; physical 
conditions, e.g. light level, temperature, 
humidity;

u starting dimensions.

You may need to measure the effects of the 
test, such as when failure occurs. Is this at a 
particular load, after a certain number of strokes 
or cycles or under certain conditions? You 
might measure how long it takes for something 
to happen, the maximum loading achieved or 
change in the dimensions of the sample.

You may need to describe the effects of your 
test. This will involve careful observation of the 
sample or object at the beginning and end of 
the test. You might need to describe some of 
the following:

u scuffing

u piling

u creasing

u scratching

u necking

u changes in colour, flexibility or viscosity.

Will using a computer help?

If you design your testing so that the inputs 
and outputs can be measured as electrical 
signals, either digital or analogue, then using a 
computer can help.

Switches can provide digital information. 
Variable resistors, strain gauges, light-
dependent resistors and thermistors can 
provide analogue information. You will need 
to use an interface to take the signals into 
the computer and a program to handle this 
information and display it in a way that makes 
sense – usually as a graph.


